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LIMITING DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR BRANCHING RANDOM FIELDS'

BY

JOSEPH FLEISCHMAN

Abstract. In this paper we derive limiting distributions for branching
Brownian motion. The cases considered are where the state space is (1) the

line and (2) the plane where (a) initially there's but one particle and (b)

where there's initially a random number of independent particles. In all

cases, the branching process is critical and we obtain results for the growth
of selectively neutral mutant types. We use moment generating functions to

derive these results.

1. A. Introduction. In this paper we will discuss a problem whose solution

has significance both for its purely mathematical content as well as for its

application in population genetics. Thus we will first state the biological

problem and then we will formulate the mathematical approach.

One of the major problems of contemporary evolution is to explain the

greater than expected genetic diversity found in populations. The classical

theory attributes evolution to selective advantage, i.e., the cause of evolution

is the spread of mutant types which are selectively advantageous. A more

recent theory ascribes evolution to a large number of selectively neutral genes

which occur by mutation. Thus, although each new mutant type tends to die

out there are enough mutant types around to account for the relatively large

number of types present at any given time.

In nature, one generally observes a kind of clustering, i.e., individuals of

the same type generally appear close to one another. The classical theory

could explain this behavior as being due to geographically varying selection,

examples of which are known as clines. The neutralist theory, however,

accounts for this situation by the fact that individuals which are located near

each other, in general, are more likely to be related. Thus, it is important for

us to see if such clustering is actually predicted by a mathematical model

which describes the growth of selectively neutral mutant types.
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Suppose we have a large "normal" population in some domain D and a

mutation is introduced at a point a in D. One can then use a branching

process to approximate the growth of the mutant population (cf. Ewens [4,

Chapter 7] or Crow and Kimura [3, p. 419 + ]). A branching process is a

Markov process in which all offspring reproduce independently. Thus, in the

case of a "rare" mutant type branching processes are a good approximation.

This is due to the fact that the presence of a large background of "normal"

type individuals makes the likelihood of two mutant types mating sufficiently

small. In general, branching processes are useful since one can obtain

workable formulas for the various quantities of interest such as means,

variances, etc.

In order to obtain geographical information about the growth of

populations one can consider branching diffusion processes. In this model,

offspring are produced according to a branching process and then proceed to

move, branch, move, etc., independently of one another with time being

continuous. One can then attempt to find the distribution of the number of

offspring of an individual in a given region and then see if there are

indications of clustering. One can do this by comparing the rate of decay of a

mutant type in the population for a given region, to its rate of decay in the

whole state space. We shall consider two cases: the first where initially one

mutant individual is injected into the population and the second where a

random number of the mutant type, which is uniformly distributed in the

plane, is introduced.

B. Mathematical background. Mathematically, the result of this paper is that

we determine the limiting population distribution for a branching diffusion

process. If one classifies types according to position then this corresponds to

the problem of finding the limiting distribution for branching processes with

an infinite number of types. By considering time as being discrete (let t = n8)

we are, thus, discussing a generalization of the original Galton-Watson

problem. Hence this is a continuous time generalization of a multi-type

Galton-Watson process.

To formulate the problem mathematically and to outline some background

results, let p„ 0 < i < oo, correspond to the probability of a single particle

producing i offspring at a given branch and let f(s) be its probability

generating function, i.e., f(s) = ~2,n>0pnsn. If we denote by f{m)(s) the

offspring distribution function corresponding to m initial particles each of

which branched once, then one can write the branching property as/(m)(5) =

(f(s))m. The case of selectively neutral mutants corresponds to a critical

branching process, i.e., 1 = f'(l) = 2„>0«p„-the mean number of offspring.

For critical branching processes (cf. Athreya-Ney [1]) with one particle

type and a finite second moment the population tends to die out, specifically,
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P(z, > 0) ~ 2/ Vtf"(l) and, in fact, one obtains an exponential limit law, i.e.,

lim P\
i-»oo        \

-J— >X|z(^0] = e~\       \>0.
Vtf"(\)

However, E(z,\z, =£ 0) ~ cxt(cx > 0) which shows that, although the popu-

lation tends to die out, given that some particle is still alive, there probably

are many particles around.

More generally, it was shown by Mullikan [12] that for an arbitrary number

of types, given a finite third moment one obtains a similar rate of decay and

again one obtains an exponential limit law. However, in order to derive his

results he assumes that the expectation operator M satisfies the following two

conditions:

A: There exists n0 such that M"° is strictly positive.

B: There exists nx such that M"' is a compact operator.

It was shown (cf. Savin and Chistyakov [15], Ogura [13]) that if condition A is

not satisfied one does not necessarily obtain an exponential limit law. As a

by-product of our results it will be seen that if condition B does not hold one

may actually get a different rate of decay.

Branching diffusion processes were first considered by Moyal [11] and

Skorokhod [14]. They are multi-type continuous time processes where the

movement of the particles in some domain is governed by some Markovian

transition density function and which then proceed to move, branch, etc.,

obeying the branching property and branching at times governed by an

additive functional. Equivalently, one can look at it as follows: Suppose at

time t there are n particles around, then the «-tuple corresponding to the

position of the particles is the state of the process at time t where the state

space is now U"=o D" = S where D" is zz-fold product of the original state

space D. It was shown (Ikeda, Nagasawa, and Watanabe [8]) that if the

nonbranching part of the process is strong Markov then the branching

diffusion process will still be strong Markov. Thus the 2 basic properties of a

branching diffusion process are (1) the Markov property and (2) the

branching property which can now be written

T, ( fi /(z,<»)|z0 = (ax,..., an)\ = ft T, ( fl /(^)
\i=i /     7=1     \;=i

zo = aj

(Ikeda, Nagasawa, and Watanabe [8, p. 255], also Sawyer [16, p. 24]) where T,

is the expectation operator of the branching diffusion process and

(z,(I), z/2),... ) is the present state of the process.

In general, the Markov property implies that the expectation operator

TJ(x) = fp(t, x, ay)f(y) (where the integration is over the state space) forms

a semigroup, i.e., Tl+S = T, ° Ts. The semigroup can be constructed from its
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infinitesimal generator Af(x) where

Af(x)= lim-.

The construction is accomplished by means of the Hille-Yosida Theorem

which states that if Rrf = ¡ï/fe'^Tjdt then under certain general conditions

R-Jis the unique solution of (\7 — A)Rxf = /, RX(XI — A)f = /.
In the case of a branching diffusion process there are 2 equations relating

the expectation operator TJ(x) of the branching diffusion process to the

expectation operator TJ(x) of the unbranched process. These are the "5-

equation" (cf. Skorokhod [14]) a nonlinear equation on 77, and the "M-

equation" (cf. Moyal [11])

TJ(x) = TJ(x) +f [P(xr Edy,rE dr)ft_rf(y)
J0   Js

where t is the first branching time and x,y E S U {<) = 5, the one point

compactification of 5 and where / is a bounded measurable function on 5.

Thus the Af-equation is an expression of the strong Markov property applied

to the first branching time.

One can also define a mapping f(x), f(x) = f(xx) + f(x£ + • • • + f(x„)

where x = (xx,..., x„). It turns out (Ikeda, Nagasawa, and Watanabe [8,

Theorem 4.12]) that C,f(x) = fj(x) = Ex[f(z,)] also forms a semigroup for

/ G B0(D) = {/| / is bounded, measurable and lim,_0CJ(x) = f(x), all x),

and if 0 < V(a) < C and provided that Tt has a density one obtains (Ikeda,

Nagasawa, and Watanabe [8, Theorem 4.14], Sawyer [17, Theorem 2.1]) a

density «i(/, a, 6), i.e., Cj(a) = fm(t, a, b)f(b) db, satisfying dm(t, a, b)/dt

= Mam(t, a, b) where Ma = Aa + V(a)(K - I) where Aa is the infinitesimal

generator of T, beginning at the point a, V(a)dt the probability of a branch

in the interval (t, t + dt) and

„=0 JD" (=1

where 77„(a, dy) represents the probability that a single particle starting at a

died and was replaced by « particles located at y = (yx,... ,y„). In the case

we shall consider, V(a) = V a constant, 77n (a, dy) = pnX(<j.a)dy-1° tms case

m(t, a, b) = em'p(t, a, b) wherep(t, a, 6) is the transition density function of

the unbranched Markov process and m — VÇ^.^Pn ~ !)• Thus in the

critical case m = 0 and m(t, a, b) = p(t, a, b) which in the case of Brownian

motion = e~^~b)'/2'/(2Trt)d''2 (where d is the dimension of the space). We

will denote by r(A), \ the length of the largest diameter of A and we set

ñ = k| />„«(« - 1),       «V = k| «(« - 1) • • • (« - r + \)pn.
n-2 »=r
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We assume throughout, the growth rate ñr < cr (for some c, thus implying

pn = 0(c"/n\)).

Thus, denoting by NA(t) the random variable which corresponds to the

number of particles in the bounded set A at time /, we have Ea(NA(t)) =

C,XA(b) = fAm(t, a> b) db where Ea( ) = E( \x0 = a). In order to obtain our

results we need a convenient representation for all the moments of A^(/).

Thus we state the following lemma whose proof we defer to Appendix 1.

Lemma 1.1.

Ea[{NA(t))k]-jm(t,a,b)db

+ Í   7       2        jj^j ffm(t-s, a, b)
r-2    rl        (/,„,/,,)        "I' hr-    J0JD

2 *y -*
J-l

\<hj<k

-Eb[(NA(s)t]- ■ ■ Eb[(NA(s))h']dbds.

Our main results are the limiting distributions for NA(t) in case the

particles move about like Brownian motion which is an expected form of

movement for biological processes in an infinite homogeneous range (being

the limiting case of a random walk). In §2 we discuss the case of a single

initial particle where the state space D is the plane and our main result is

Theorem 2.11:

lim   thlt.'ñ Ff(X) = e~\      \>0,
z-»co 4

where F,C(X) = P($irNA(t)/m(A)ñ Int > A), m(A) = Lebesgue measure of

the set A, and « is as defined above.

In §3 we consider the case of a single particle with D = (-oo, oo) and

show (Theorem 3.11):

lim tFf (X) = F(X)   on {X: X > 0 and F continuous at X)
Í-+00

where Ff(X) = P(NA(t)/m(A)Vt > X) and F(X) is a decreasing function on
(0, oo).

In §4 we discuss the case of an initial random field of particles with

uniform mean density and show (Theorem 4.1), for D the plane

lim   £p± Ff (X) = e~\      X>0,
Z-^oo        OTT

where
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/ NA (t) • 877 \
*Î(X) = P\    .    ,' >A.' v '        \ nm(a)ln t        )

For D the line we show (Theorem 4.2)

lim   -Ff (X) = F (X),       X > 0 and F (x) continuous at X,
t^oo      V277

where 7)C(A) = P(NA(t)V2rr~ /m(A)ñVt > X), 77(a) some distribution and c

a constant.

In the more general case where movement is governed by a stable law, due

to the form of the stable densities our method will not work and thus this case

remains open. Watanabe [18] considered a similar type of problem in the case

of a supercritical process but where 77 is a bounded domain with an

absorbing boundary and thus obtained quite different results.

Our results for a single initial particle with D being the plane indicate a

type of clustering effect since for the whole plane earlier results show an

asymptotic rate of decay like l/t whereas our results give an asymptotic rate

of decay O (l/t In t) for a bounded region in the plane. Thus it seems to be

the case that particles have a tendency to cluster outside any bounded

domain. A similar effect turned up in the work of Felsenstein [5] and Sawyer

[17].

2. Brownian motion in the plane.

Definition 2.1. Define by induction Ea(NA(t)) = Ea(NA(t)), and for k > 1

Ea[(NA(0)k]

= f  jg (*)£//(< - *> °> b)Ëb[(NA (s)Y]Ëb[(NA (s))*''] db ds.

For the remainder of the chapter we shall assume D = the plane.

It turns out (Lemma 2.9) that the major contribution to Ea(NA(t))" comes

from Ea[(NA(t))"] and thus we shall proceed to first derive bounds for

Ea(NA (/))". Thus

Lemma 2.2. V/c > 0,

-Un ^k^k!(m(A))k(ñ)k-x(lnt)k-x

°t{  A0) 1 >-(M^-X0>0

•eXp~—2T-   (1--lnl--7lnT)
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where (a - c'a)2 = ma\ceA(a - c)2, Q,(A, k) = (64[(r(A))A U ID*-1, andc(k)
= 6*-'.

Proof. By induction; for k = 1, by definition Ea(NA(t)) = JAp(t, a, b) db

which in the case of Brownian motion equals

m(/l) r     (a-c'af
db >-2^-X(/>i)exp -

2Vt //XP

(a - bf
2/ 2/

For k = 2,

Ea[(NA (t)?] = ñj'JDP(t - s, a, b)Eb(NA (s))Eb(NA (s)) db as

(m(A)fñ

(2tt)2
(' —-h   2tt(í-

fexp

(t-s)

(« - bf
2(t - s)

exp
2(b - c'bf

2s
db ds

by the previous result. Completing a square we get

2   -I(<* - b)

2(t - s)
exp

2(b - cby

2s
db

db

fexp
Jd

(for some cb E A). Changing to polar co-ordinates we obtain

2tt5(/ - s)      4trr(A)(t - s)      lws{t - s)

d9

2t - s

(A)(t-s)     MT^TTl
2/-5 \   2t-s

Using the estimate,

exp
2t - s

> exp
2t

'\2,

1-
(a - c'aYs

2/(2/ - s)
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1[("a(<)?]>
{m(A))2ñ

(2T7)2

exp

'\2

2/

T—17i   2tt(í-(t - s)s2

2tts(í - s)      4Trr(A)(t - s)í/2(tts)- .\*n(m\\fi

2t - s - c^3/2(2t - s)

'\i.
1 -

(a - ¿a) *

2/(2/ - s)
ds.

We can bound the integral from below by

('        1        ds_ f    2r(A>>        l™(t-s) ft  (a-c'a)

7,    5(2/ -5) J,   52(2/-5)    \    2t-s J,   2/(2/ -5)2/(2/ - sy
ds

- 7, + 72 + 73.

Clearly,  7, > In t/2t, I2 > -4r(A)Vv /t, and 73 > -(a2 + (r(A))2)/t2.

Thus,

{(NA(t)f] > exp

r\2(a - O'

2/

(m(^l))2«--2!    lnJ       [2(r(A)f + SVÏr(A)]       2q2

4(2t7)2 /
1 -

In/ /In/ Xu* i)

verifying the lemma for k = 2.

Now, assume the lemma correct for k < n, then

^[W. (<))"]>
(«2(^))"(«r' «-i/M

(277)"4'-2-2    ¿T,
2 (?)«(»-*>■

(In 5)
n-2

[    -     (  i
7l    27752(/ - S)     JD

exp

2  1(a - b)

2(t - s)
exp

2(6 - ctf
2s

1 -

1 -

a,(A, k)      b2c(k)

In 5 sin 5

Sl,(A, n-k)     b2c(n - k)

In i 5ln5
db ds.
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Since by completing a square we obtain

2(6 - c'bf

361

f(l-è2)+exp
JD

> exp

(« - bf
2t-s

(a-c'af

2/ - 5

• exp
25

db

f(l-b2)+e*p\-[b-
as + 2c'b(t - s) \2(   2(_

2/ - 5 ) ( 2s(t -s) )
db,

we must bound the integral

db

from below and

^W-h^^ffe)! db

from above. As we showed previously

2t75(/ - s)      4irr(A)(
M, >

2t - s 2/

\(t - s)    HrsTT^

-5       V   2/-
^Y

By a shift we obtain

*«H-(»-^)te)]*
+2/ a? expf " (* "2j^ )( ̂> ) CÄ

- A/21 + A/a.

Since 4 E /4 changing to polar co-ordinates we obtain

•'0    •'O •'O    J2r(A)(t-s)/{2t-s)

■+(-î^â)'(^)]*-^
1 + M2.2
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and

Shifting we get
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r(A)(t - s) \4

M211 = 16,7i      2/ -5      j

A/.212->rjrt-+i^H-i(£*)]"
. ^(s(t-s)y

<3277[^)V1](^t)  +

s(t-s)\2     80Tr[r(A)\/l]3s(t-sf

(2/ - 5)3

Similarly,

A/.
2(as)2

22 ^» ï
(2/ - 5)2

2«(' - -0   ,  , „, /(' - 'Y' '

Combining these estimates we have thus shown

Ea[(NA(t))"]>

(m(A)) («)"-«

(2TT)"4n-x ■ 2
exp

(« - <í)
<\2  i

2/

n-l■2
k = l

(Ins)-2    I       (a-c'afs

2ir(t - s>2 \       2/(2/ - 5)

rt      {in S)

■A    2tt(í -
I        Qx(A,n,k)\

Y h*        J

2tts(í - s)      4TTr(A)(t - sy/¿(TTs)- ,\V2í^\x/2

2/ - 5 - .«\V2(2/ - 5)
05

V      lJ\ 2tt(í - s)s3 \       2/(2/ - 5)2t7(/ - s)

4%Tr[r(A) V l]V(/ - sf      8077[r(>l) \/lfs(t - sf

(2/ - 5)2 (2/ - 5)3

4770253(/ - S)

(2/ - 5)3
ds]

(m(A)) («)"-'«!

(2t7) 4"-'-2
exp

2/

2  i n-l

2 (¿. + ¿2)
*-i
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where c(zz, k) = c(k) + c(n - k) and  QX(A, n, k) = 9,,(A, k) + Q,(A, n -

k). We can bound L, from below by

r (In 5)
n-2

t (In s)"-2(a-c'af

i  s(2t-s) '      J\       2/(2/-j)2 •'i 5(2/-5)
ds s: ft (Ins)"-3Qx(A,n,k)

as — j   -—-;- ds

-r27r'/2z-(/l)51/2(ln5)n-2(/-5),/2

'i 52(2/ - sf/2

Since \c'a\ < r(A) and In s < 251/2 for s > 1 we have

ds

L, >
(In/)"-1       (lnt)"-2-a2       (r(A)f   (In/)

n-2

1     2(/i - 1)/ 2/2 2(zz - 2)        /

Qx(A,n,k)(lnt)"-2      4r(A)V^   (In/)""2

(n - 2)/

We can bound L2 from below by

»-2

c>   (In*)""3
- c(n, *) /  —-Í-

V      'J\ 2-n't-s)s*

487r[r(^)Vl]V(z-i)2

(2/ - sf

tOv[r(A) Vl]î(l- s)3      4mV(Z - s)

(It - sf (2/ - *)J

(Ins)"-2 (      . ,4 r o     a2(ln/)"-2 \
-c("'*)^T^7(24'r[''WVl]  +40W[r(^)Vl]  »   ¿_^   J-

Thus adding everything together we get

i[W.(0)"]>«p 2z

(m(^))"(H)"-'H!

0)B4"-22
Xd>i)

«-'Í (to/)"-1       (lnz)"-2 .
' J { 2(7rïj7 - 2(^2j7 pa<* «•*>+ (^))2 + 8-'^)

+ c(«, *)(48[r(i4) V I]" + tO[r(A) V if)]

(In O""2«2. 1*

Now, since c(n, /c) = c(*) + c(n - k), c(k) = 6*-1 and n - 1 < 6n_2 for

n > 3, we get
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*_, 2(« - l)/2 L    V     ;     V        ;J 2/ In /

Lastly,  since  by  definition  QX(A, n, k) = Q,¡(A, k) + Ü,(A, n — k)  with
Ü,(A, k) = (32[r(^) V l]2)*"1 we obtain

2Qx(A,n,k)  t  3l[(r(^))2Vl]       m[(r(A))\ \]c(n,k) \
+ «-2

n-l

2*-i «-2 «- 1

< fi/(A «)

which finally shows

Ea[(NA(t))"]>cxp
(° - C'gf   •

2/

(«(¿»"(A)-1«!

(2tt)"4nA«-\

(In Q-' /      c(n)a?     Q,(A,n) \'

X<,>.)       j       (1"71nT"~inT'J

thus proving the lemma.

Next we wish to obtain an upper bound on Ea(NA(t))". Therefore,

Lemma 2.3.

£[(^(0)*]<c04>*)exp

+ X(t>e)

./\2(« - O
2/ Xo<<?)

exp
(a - ca)

2 i

2/

+ exp

k\(m(A))k(ñf-x   (In/)\A-I

4*-'(277)*

2/

2 n ßu(^,A:)(ln/)
4-2

/or a// /, A: positive, and where (a — ca)2 = mincei4(a — c)2, (a — c¿)2 =

^riceA+r{A)(a - c)2, QU(A, k) = Bk(ñf-xk\(30l(r(A))6 V l])*"1 and

c(A, k) = (2A:-3)!!(«-)*-,(l5[(r(>l))2Vl])     ,    * > 1,

11, *-l.

Proof. To simplify the computation we first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2.4. Under the same conditions as above,
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(1) < exp
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(b - cby

2/

db

%(r(A)f(t - s)      4V2 r(A)sx/2(t - sf/2

21 - s (2/ - sf -  c^/2(2/ - 5)

özjc/

Jp(t — s,a, b)e\p
D

(2) < exp

(b - cbf

s

2

db

(" - O
2/

2(z-04))2(/ - 5)      V2 r(^)5'/2(/ - 5)1/2

2/ - 5 (2/ - 5)2 - ,\V2(2/ - 5)

Proof. We prove (1) as (2) follows by a similar proof.

As before,

\2 1

[ p't- s,a, ¿)exp
(b - c'by

db

1— Í
t-s)JD2it(t - s)

exp
(a - bf
2(z - s)

exp
(6 - c'b)

2   1

*

< exp
(a - Q2

It

(1)
2tt(tr=5i^-('-^)te)l*

< exp
(« - «if 1 1

2Z 2w(Z - i)

I
0     ^i

f    /       4r(A)(t-s)\2(   lf_s   W
^[-{r-27^s—)[2sTi^7)j[rdrd0

f2' rW-W'-'KdraV+pr
Jq     Jo J0     Jir'A)(t-s)/(2l-s)

since |c¿| < 2r(A) and cbE A. Shifting and integrating we see that
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(a - C'af

It
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,2
1/2// -  c\'/2

It - S

B(r(A)f(t-s)      4V2 r(A)sl/2(t - s)

(2* - s)2 - ,\»/2(It - S)

thus verifying Lemma 2.4.

Now, returning to the proof of Lemma 2.3 which we again prove by

induction. For k =■ 1,

Ea(NA(t))=j p(t,a,b)db

= X('<^¿XexP

+*<'->! ¿exp

= 7, + 7,.

(" - bf
2/

(a-_b)

2/

db

2  i

o"6

We must show

(2) exp

'\2

2/ X(i<e) > ^1-

However, sincep(/, a, b) > 0 for all /, a, 6 and jDp(t, a,b)db= 1, and since

for a E A + r(/l), exp[-(a - 02/2/] • x(/<e) > X(,<e) we must just verify (2)

for a G A + r(A). However then \a — ca\ > r(A) which implies

exp

'\2r  («-#
2/ 2/

exp
2/

Thus, since «j(v4) < Tr(r(A))2, (2) holds for all a. Observing that

*^2 < X(/>e)

"Q4)

277/
exp

(a - g«)

2/

2   i

we see that the lemma holds for A: = 1.

_Now, assume the lemma correct for k < « then by the definition of

Ea(NA(t))n and the induction hypothesis we have

f   e c(A, k)c(A, n - k)
•'0

•    f p(t - s,a,b)exp
JD

(b - c'bf
db\ ds
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+ X(/>e)/

, k\ (n - k)\ (m(A)) (ñ)"-¿  (In 5)"

/ p(t — s,a, b)exp
Jn

+ Xu>e)j Qu(A,k,n- k)

(27T)"4n-2

(b - cbf '
c* C&

(In 5)
n-3

f p(t - s,a, b)exp
JD

(b - c'b)
2 i

db ds\,

where

QU(A, k,n-k) = QU(A, k)2u(A, n - k)

(n-k)\(m(A))n-k(ñ)n-k-x

+ Qu(A,k)
(2w)"~k4"-k-2

krz\k-l
^k\(m(A))K(ñ)

+ Qu(A,n-k)-    m
(2^*4*

Applying Lemma 2.4 gives

S.[(NA»)-]<f2(l)

c(A,k)c(A,n- k)x(,<e)-exp
2/

•'o

Z(r(A)f(t - 5)       4V2 r(A)sl/2(t - s)x/2

2/ - 5 (2/ - sf (2, - ,)V2

r    fa-
+ c(A, k)c(A, n - k)xu>e)- exp

ds

(a - c'af

2/

•f
8(r(¿))2(f - 5)       4V2 r(/l)51/2(/ - s)x/2 ]

It - s

(277)  4
"zl'.-2

(2/ - 5)2 (2/ - 5)3/2

X(»>«)exp

c*

/c!(zz-A:)!(zrz^))n(«r-2 [     (a - caf ^

2/
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■,2
(2r(A)f(t -s)      V2 r(A)sx/2(t - s)x/2

+ Qu(A,k,n- k)x(_l>e)exp

2' - s (¿t- s)2

(a - <f 1

(2/ - 5)3/2
ds

2/

Je

(In 5)
n-3

8(r(/I))2(/-5)

2t -s (2/ - 5)2

V2r(yi)5'/2(/-5)1/2

(2/ - s)3/2

= f   S' (*)(L> ̂ + M*) + L3(k) + L4(k)).

For L, we use

f     ' ~ *     05= In 2 - \ ,       f   (/~j)3/2 ^<2-V2,
•'o   (2/-5)2 2 70   (2/-5)3/2

Oi

and

Thus,

70   2/ — 5

L, < c(A, k)c(A, n - A:)x(,<e)exp
(« - c'a)2 1

2/
(2 + 3(/-(^t))2 + 10r(^)).

For ¿2, using 1/(2/ - s) < l/t and (/ - s)/(2t - s) < 1 we obtain

L2 < c(4, k)c(A, n - k)xu>e)^p 2/

l^ + S(r(A)f + ^r(A)VTe).

Using the obvious inequalities, lns/Vs < Vë and In s/s < e for s > e and

observing that

j_ c>   (M"~2
2/  1

(In/)"-1       (In Z)""2
05< tt-— +

5(1 - 5/2/) 2(« - 1)/ 2/

we obtain
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L3< X(z>e)-exp 2/

(In/)"-'   +(ln/) n-2

2(n - 1)/

*! (n - k)\ (m(A))"(ñ)"~2

(2ir)n4n-2

1   |   2(r(A)f   [     V2r(^)

2      (« - 2)e      Vë (zz - 2)

Lastly,

L4< ßu(v4,/V,zi-rc)x(/>e)

exp
(« - C'a)

2/

[(ln/)"-2-l] 14.4V2    , „ ,  Kr(A)f

(n - 2)t

In order to evaluate the sum we need the following result

Lemma 2.5. //

n-\

l(")-\   2(nk)l(k)l(n-k)   for n > 1,1(1) = 1,1(0) = 0

then l(n) = (2/z - 3)!! for n > 1.

Proof. Letting l(s) he the exponential generating function of l(ri) we have

l(n)s" !    «     *    l(k)sk   l(n-k)
„n-k

n>0        "' *■    n=0   * = 1 *' \"       K>-

= S + I (/ (5))2.

Since /(0) = 0 we have /(5) = 1 - Vl - 25 . Expanding VI - 25   in a

Taylor series and comparing coefficients completes the proof.

Thus,

(4)

f   2 (^)L1(/c)<(2/z-3)!!(zzr,(l5[(r(^))2Vl])''"

2/•X(/<e)-exp

f|(¡)i2W<(2»-3)!!(»r,X((>d

•yHí/^tfvijp-exp 2/

2 i
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f 2 (k)Li(k) <X((>#)-exp
(« - O2 1

2/

(ín/r-^r-v^))"«!
(6) (277)"4n-1/

(In tr2-n\(r(A))2n(ñy-x

/•8 n-1
(^i + f5l2[(^))!V.])

for « > 2.

By the definition of üu(A,k,n - k) we get

f    2(^U4W<X(r>e)-(«)',"1eXp

t[(ln/r'-l]8[(r(^))2Vl]

2(« - 2)/

2/

n-I

2
k = l

,n-2

2(ï)j(»-*)!W8"(30[(r(^))6Vl])

2(« - k)\mk(m(A))n~k(30[(r(A))6 V l])'

n-^n-A-l(2w)"~*4'

However, since

v*-i

* = i

we get for « > 2,

-    n-l

,.,        »«-^[(ri^Vl]) " (m(¿))

?,U)
n-k

(277)"-"4
"_*/l#i-*-l

r 6       ,»-2  8"(30)
<»![(^))Vl]       -^

«-i

§   2 (£)L4(*0 < «!xo>e)-exp
*=i

'\2

2/

(7) («T-'s^^^vi])

8(«-l)

n-I

60(« - 2)      58(« - 2)

/ Gn O""2 - 1 \
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Now using (2/1 - 3)!! < (2" • n\)/(2n - l)Vrm for n > 2 and noticing that

the L2(k) contribution is cancelled off by the -l/t term from L4 we get

using (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) for n > 2,

Ea[(NAt))"] < Xo<e)(2n - 3)!!(l5[(rL4))2 V l])""' • exp
(« - c'af

2/

+ X(,>e)

(lnt)"-x   n\(ñ)"-x(m(A))n

(2tt)"4"An-\
exp

(a - Caf

2/

n-2

+ Xu>e) -^y— n\ (zz)"-18"(30[(z-(^))6 V ljf'exp 2/

A simple calculation shows the validity for n = 2 thus proving Lemma 2.3.

For purposes of calculation it will be convenient to have the following

weaker bound on Ea[(NA(t))"]:

Corollary 2.6.

5[W))"] < X(,<e)(2« - 3)!!(l5[(r(^))2 V I])""«?

2  i

2X(z>.) K—J¡—n\(ñ)"-x^0[(r(A)fyl^n~ exp

(« - c'a)

2/

(* - C'af
2/

Now to determine Ea[(NA(t)Y\, we use Lemma 1.1, Definition 2.1 and set

Éa[(NA(t))k] = Ea[(NA(t))k] - Ea[(NA(t))k] then:

Lemma 2.7.

Ëa[(NA(t))"]<Ea[(NA(t))k]

= (p(t,a,b)db + Ëa[(NA(t))k] + id   %    S     TT^TTT
A /=2       *    CW/)*       '* '

•  2   /*//»('- *> «. W'[ (^W)y,l • • • sfiWi(*))*]
(>„,«,)•  •'O     JD L J L j

dbds

where e¡ = 0, 1 with Eb — Éb and Eb = Eb, where 2^, «* denotes summation

over all ways of partitioning k into I positive integers and 2(ei> >t>). signifies

summation over all combinations of e,, ,e¡ except that for 1 = 2 the term

ex = e2 = 1 Z5 fe// out.

Remark 2.8.
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2 i-if  '¿i(et,,t,y l à,      1-2,

since t¡ = 0,1 except for 1 = 2.

Lemma 2.9.

Ea[(NA(t))n] < Ea[(NA(t))n] + Cx(A,n)l'(n)Xu<eytxP
(« - <)

2  i

2/

xn-2
(In /)

+ C2(A,n)l'(ri)xu>e) -:- exp
2/

wÄere 2?_0 (l'(n)zn/n\) =/(z) /5 a 5o/w//o« o/ z = 1 + 2/(z) - e^\

CX(A, n) < (60[(r(A))2 V lpc2)""', C2(¿, «) < [120[(r(^))6 V 1] ■ (2C2)]"-'

where C is chosen so that ñr < C (C > 1).

Proof. Again by induction; for « = 1  the lemma is obvious since

Ea(NA(t)) = Ea(NA(t)). For« = 2,

Ea[(NA(t)f] - Ea[(NA(t)f] =Jp(t,a,b)db

< X(/<e>exp
2/

2   n

+ Xo>e)
mG4)

277/
exp

2/

2  i

(as in the case k = 1 of Lemma 2.3). Assume the lemma proven for k < n. By

Lemma 2.7 if we let

and

M,

Mx = f p(t,a,b)db
-'A

• 2   /,//»(/-j,«,*)^te(i))/'].
(«„,*,)• ^o Jd l j

then £a[(A^ (/))"] - ^[(/V, (/))"] = Mx + M2.

Again,

E¿[(NA(s))J,]dbds

Mx < X(/<f)exp
(a - c'af ] m(¿)

+ Xa>e)-2-7-exp2/ 2/

Using   Corollary   2.6   and   since   (2k - 3)U(l5[(r(A))2 V 1])

l'(k)(60[(r(A))2 V I])*-1 we get

k-l
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C/'i. J;)

.»-/
2       (60[(r(^))2Vl])"(2C2)

(*.*/)*

n-Z

Jf'Ae   f
I p(/ - 5, a, b)exp

0        •'£>

(* - c'b)
2 -,

(l20[(z-(^))6Vl])"~/(2C2)',",X((>e)/e'

•   f p(t - s,a, b)exp
JD

dbds

(lns)n+j-2t

(b - c'bf
db ds

wherey = 2'=1e,.

As we showed in proving Lemma 2.3,

Jr'/\e r
| p(t - s,a,b)exp

0       JD

<X(/<e)-exp

(b - c'bf
dbds

(« - C'af
2t

+ X(r>e>eXp
(* - C'a)

2t

'\2  i

15[(r(^))2Vl]

45[(r(A)f \f l]

Now, since 2/ - j > 3 (since / > 2 and for / = 2, y < 2) by Lemma 2.4 we

obtain,

XU>e)\
Je

t (In 5)
«+y-2/ f

/ p(t — s,a, b)exp
JD

'\2(6 - 4)
c* <&

< X(/>c)

exp

[(lnQn~2-l]

(« - c'af
2/

. + ^-^) + i(^))2

for n > 2.

Remembering Remark 2.8 and since ñ, < C', if we add A/, and M2 we obtain
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n-

<2"-'(c2r'2 Tí     2
1=2 '* u.j.r

.n-l

nU'Ui) • ■ • ¡Vi)

/,! •••7,!

X(,<e)-(60[(^))2Vl])" -exp
(a - c'af

2/

(In/)"-2 ,      r ,       ,Nn-l
+ ^—y— X(I>e)- (l20[(r(^))6 V l])     • exp

'\2
(a - c'a)

2/

In order to evaluate the sum we let

?'(«) = 2 7T     2
nUVi) • • • /'(/,)

7.! ft'
(J\.JiY

and wish to show that if f(z) = "2n>o(l'(n)/n') z", the exponential generating

function for /'(«), then z = 1 + 2/(z) - e^.

Therefore, we let w = ^n>0(l'(n)z"/n\) with /'(0) = 0, /'(l) = 1 be defined

as a formal power series in z. Comparing coefficients yields z = w —

w2/2\-w3/3\— • • • = 1 + 2w — ew. However, since g(w) = 1 + 2h> — ew

is holomorphic in the unit disc, g(0) = 0, g'(0) = 1, by Bloch's theorem

"Zn>o(l'(n)z"/nl) < oo where \z\ < p for some p > 0. Using the complex-

inversion formula,

''(")_    1     f dz
«!        2t7/« Jc (1+ 2z - ez)n

where C is some closed contour containing the singularity at the origin and

no other singularity. Therefore /'(«) < n\(cx)n for all « completing the proof.

Combining Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 2.7 and 2.9 we have thus shown,

Corollary 2.10.

E[(NA(t))n]
n\(ñ)"-\m(A))    (In/)

in-1
(277)"

()""'        / cV (In t)"~2 \

for all positive n,for t > e, a constant c and where the implicit constant in the

second term is uniform in « and t.

In order to obtain the actual limiting distribution we prove

Theorem 2.11. For all X>0,

tlntñ mní _ „-alim
/-♦oo

-77(A) = e"
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where Ff(X) = P(%<irNA(t)/m(A)ñ In / > X).

Proof. By the previous corollary,

»    E(-(UNA(t)-s)/m(A)ñ In if

n-0 "•

= 1 + -
zz/ln/

2  (s)" + 0
n-l

1

t(In ty „=i
2 (-<'*)"

for \s\ < p, < 1/c' where |5| < 1. Letting F,(x) = 1 - Ff(x) we get

•>o ,y ' ntlnt    1+5        \/(ln/)2    (I ~ c'\s\ J'

|5|<p,< 1/c',

or

l~ ^'"^W<fe-TT7+0(lT7(r^w)-   w<ft<1/í'

Thus,

lim
Z-»oo /■•'O

_,, /In/-«
^ir/Wdx=_J_,       |5|<p,<l/c'.

Now, for all / and for all 5 in the right half-plane,

I e— ■^n^-F/c(x)c¿c

will be bounded and analytic, thereby forming a normal sequence which

implies by Vitali's Theorem (cf. Hille [7, Theorem 15.3.1])

/.
00 -sx tlnt-ñ   T-c/ \ j ucc-       1 fc

e " ^r— Ff (x) dx -*    JT7 =i0 e-sxe~xdx

for all 5 in the right half-plane which, therefore, implies (cf. Breiman [2, p.

183])

—2— Ff ( x) dx -» e ~ xdx   for all x.

Thus, letting <b,(x) = (ñ In //4) /70e) we have

Jra + h ra+h
<J>,(x)^l      c?-'c¿c= <T°(1 - e~h)

a Ja

but, now, since <b,(x) is monotone decreasing, we obtain

e-"(\ - e-") e-"(eh - 1)
-t-<lim inf <?,(a) <hm supe/),(a) <-

« '->» ,_.~, n
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for positive a and h. Since h can be made arbitrarily small we get lim^^d^a)

= e~a completing the proof.

It is to be noted that we actually have not been able to prove this result for

X = 0 which would have shown conclusively that / In / is the proper normali-

zation for branching Brownian motion in the plane. Remark 4.4 in fact shows

our results can not be used to prove the theorem when X = 0. However, our

results do indicate a kind of clustering behavior which is significant.

3. Diffusion on the line. In this chapter we shall consider branching

Brownian motion where the state space is now the line. Our basic method of

approach is the same as the previous case where the state space was the plane,

i.e., first derive an upper estimate for the «th moment of the random variable

NA (/). However, in order to actually obtain the limiting distribution we must

use a different method than that of the previous chapter. Thus, D =

(-co, oo) throughout this chapter and defining Ea[(NA(t))"\ as in Definition

2.1 we shall first get an upper bound for Ea[(NA (/))"]. Thus

Lemma 3.1.

„n     n\(m(A))n(ñ)"-1

E,[(Na (<))] < —
(277)

n/2

1  +
(l2r(A) + /)

n-I

(/ + ')
lx.1/2

exp
(« - Caf 1

2/

for n > 1, where (a - ca)2 = minbeA(a — b)2, and t + x denotes t\f I.

Proof. Since we are considering one dimension the density

p(t, a, b)
1

<2TTt
exp

(a - b)2

Thus, for « = 1,

Ea(NA(t))=jp(t,a,b)db<^
ja V2t7/

2/

exp
(* - O

2/

2   i

verifying the lemma for « = 1.

For « = 2, by definition,

E„[(NA (t)f] = «/ / /' / P(t - s, a, b)p(s, 6, x)p(s, b,y) db ds dx dy
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1
2lT5

(exp
JD

(a - by

2(i - 5)
• exp

(b - x)

2s

2   !

-—(if-
2it JA JA J0    i

I

'5(2/ - 5)

exp

exp

exp

(b - yf
2s

(*-yf
4s

db ds dxdy

(a-(x+y)/2)

2t - s

2  -,

ds dxdy

by completing a square. By the definition of c.
a>

'ñ_   r  r  r'        1
1<n A i ^o V5(2í - ')

2  n

exp

45

(cz-(*-hy)2/2)

2/ -5
ds dx dy

n
2iexp

/z(m(^))2

(a - caf I
--1-     f    f    Í        , CZ5C/XCZ>
2'       J^-^-'o   ^(2/ - s)

exp
2/

verifying the lemma for n = 2.

Now, assume the lemma for k < n, then by Definition 2.1 and the

induction hypothesis,

„r,„ ,. „",."' W'0"W)'*[(zmo)]<      ^,.2

*-i ̂    V2tt(/ - *)
1 +

*(*)

(,♦')"* J
1 +

R(n-k)

(s+x)K'/2

/CO
exp

-oo

(« - *):

2(/ - 5)

2   1

exp
(* - '*)

2 i

dZ»[ds

where /î(zc) = [12(r(^))2 + 5f  '. Completing a square and changing to
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polar coordinates implies

f    exp
■' —OO

< 2 • exp

(« - bf
2(t - s)

(« - Cgf
2/

exp
(* - cb)2

db

l2r<A)(t-s)/{2t-s)db        /•»

2r(A)(t-s)/(2t-s)

2,

= exp

Thus

2/

2  i ¿)(/-j)       Pm(t-s)   \

2t-s V    2/-5       J*
f 4K^)(' -

L J     *-i        ■'o   ^2ir(/ - 5)   \        VJ^  /

/       *(n-*)\/2#-(¿)(f-j)   |   u/2t75(/-5)   \

Y     ̂ "A      2<"*       +2V-I^7-   )
where

«!(«-r-'(m^))
c(")-itttt;-exP

ds

n/2

Since « > 3 we get

Ea[(NA(t))"]<

(277)

n\(ñ)"-\m(A))"

(« - Cgf
2/

(277)
n/2

exp
2/

2 ni

/n/2-1 1 +
(12^) + 5)

(/ + I)./2

n-I

completing the proof.

Remark 3.2. By the same method we can replace the «! by /(«) where

/(«) =
xFx(l/2;(n + l)/2,z)  n-i

n- 1 2 (£)'(*)'(«-*). '(0) = °' 'O)-

at z = — 1, where XFX is the confluent hypergeometric series, since
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Jo vir^i      « -1 ' ' v 2    2       /

In order to derive an asymptotic estimate for Ea[(NA(t))"] we wish to find

its density. Therefore

Definition 3.3. Let

n— 1      , ,

Qn (a> f> Xl> X2> • ■ • ' Xn) -   9"     2u       ¿u      TJ ' 7~        TW
L »e«, *=-l   K-    \n     K)-

•f jP(t~ s, a, b)Qk (b, 5, xa¡,..., x0)Q„_k (b, s, xw..., xj db ds,

for « > 2, and Qx(a, t, k) = p(t, a, k) where 77„ is the permutation group on «

letters (and where o¡ is the image of / under the permutation 0).

Lemma 3.4.

Ë,[(*A (0)"]  = jT  * • •  jf  Qn («. U XX, . . . , X„)dxx • • • dX„.

For « = 1, it is clear since Ea[(NA(t))] = fA p(t, a, b) db.

Assume the lemma for k < n, then using Definition 2.1

«[«.»n-í lor;/.*«-***)
•f t(M*»J»*i» ...,**)<¿V • • Ox*

• f     Qn-k(b, s, xk+x,..., x„)dxk+x ■ ■ - dxn
JAn    k

-f - 2 2 -i-.—i— r

• f p(t- s, a, b)Qk(b, 5, x ,..., x0J

•ß«-t (b, s, x„k+i,..., xj dbdsdx0i- • • dx%

= iAßn(a,t,xx,...,xn)dxx---dxn.

Lemma 3.5.

ô„(tf,/,x„...,xn) = ôn(^,i, ~,.... ^)-ín/2_1-

Proof. For« = 1,
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-(a/Vt -x/Vtf
= V7 p(t,a,x).

V V7 V7 /      V2lr

For n > 1, by a change of variables and Definition 3.3,

Qn (a> l> xl> ' ' ' ' Xn) = T      2j     Zi     7T '   /     _  i.\, *
Z     J6»„Ü-I     *'       <-"        K)'

f  f p(t- st, a, bVt )Qk (bVt, st, x0),..., x0k)

•Qn-k {bVt, st, xak,..., xg) db ds.

Assuming the lemma for k < n implies likewise that

Qk(a,st,xl,... ,xk) m Qk\-jjz- ,s, —=-.—■ j/*/2"1.

Sincep(/ - st, a, bVt )=p(\- s, a/Vt, b) • t~x/2 the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.6. Q„(a, t,xx,..., x„) < c„ for 0 < t < 1 and n>\.

Proof. For « = 2,

Q2(a,t,xx,x2)

= " Í    if Pi* ~ J» a> b)p(s, b, x)p(s, b,y) db ds dx dy < c < c2
Ja1 jo jd

as in Lemma 3.1. Assume the lemma for k < n, then, since

n-\     .

Qn(a,t,xx,...,x„) = j   2   2   T7
Z    oSir„k-\    Kl

"Tn~hy. UDp{t"*a'b)Qk(¿'s'*"'■'"*J

•Qn-k(b,s,xai+i.x^dbds

if /t == 1, w — lthe lemma follows. In the case k = 1 or « — 1 the integral is

bounded by

c„_xf j p(t - 5, a, b)p(s, b, x0i) dbds< c„_,.

Lemma 3.7. V/z, Qn(a, \,xx,..., x„) E C(Rn+x).

Proof. The lemma follows from the previous lemma and an induction.

We have, therefore, shown
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Theorem 3.8.

Ea[(NA (/))"] =jAQn(a, t,xx,..., xn)dxx -■•dx„

"'"-'/^(vT-'-vt.vjK"&"
~t^2-x(m(A))"l(n)

(for aliñas / -» oo) where /(«) = ß„(0, 1, 0,..., 0).

Remark 3.9. By methods similar to those used in proving Lemma 3.1 one

can show that there exists a universal constant a satisfying /(«) > a" > 0.

Lemma 3.10.

Ëa[(NA(t))"]<Ea[(NA(t))n]

<Ea[(NA (/))"] + q(n)[m(A) Vl]'

,(n-3)/2exp
(« - ca)

2  n

2/ X(/>i) + X(/<i)

where q(ri) is 0(c"  ' • n\)for some c > 0.

Proof. The method is the same as that used in proving Lemma 2.9. Use

Lemma 2.7 and the following estimate which follows from Lemma 3.1 :

„-,     (m(A)) («)""'«!

E°[iN* O) ] < -^kiTH-- (W) + 6)    X(,<„
(277)

(n-D/2

(m(A))\ñr^n\ t.^_,
+-(12/-M) + 6)      exp

(277)n/2 V     V '      '

for n > 0.

Now, if we set

i?(A)-P
\ n

since we have shown that

V2r}NA(t)

(« - o2
2/

f«/2-l, X(/>i)

i(A)Vt )

2
n-0

m (A)ñVt
< I +

«7 (1 + 5) J
•(*>
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ñt¡Qe~sxFf(x)dx will be bounded and analytic, thereby forming a normal

sequence for 5 in the right half plane. However, we have shown in Theorem

3.8 that_all its derivatives converge at s = 0 which, therefore, shows that

tf0ae~sxFtc(x)dx will converge weakly for 5 in the right half-plane. Thus,

using the same arguments as in Theorem 2.11 we have shown,

Theorem 3.11. Um^^tFf (X) = F(X) on {X: F(X) is continuous) where F(X)

is a decreasing function on (0, oo) satisfying

f*  y"(-F(dy)) = l(n)

for n > 1.

Remark 3.12. In order to determine a distribution we have calculated some

of the lower order moments and have found

E(NA(t)) = ^ß+oU),
Vînt v ' '

E[(*A(t)f] - (f +V3 - l)(«)2f>04))V/2 + 0(1).

From this it follows that

- (°°XdF(X) = 1,       - f\2dF(X) = f ,
•'0 Jq z

-f\3dF(X) = (2tt)3/2[ £ +V3 - l].

Thus F(X) is not an exponential, Mittag-Lefler or gamma distribution. It is

also interesting to note that the rate of decay appears to be at a rate of 1//

which is similar to the stationary branching process, unlike the case for

diffusion in the plane.

4. An initial random field. In this chapter we shall consider a branching

random field. The individual particles will still move about like Brownian

motion. However, rather than assume a single initial particle we will assume

that originally a discrete but random number of particles are introduced and

that given the initial state, the particles then proceed to move and branch

independently of each other. Since we start with more than one particle rather

than use moment generating functions we use cumulant generating functions

and it turns out that due to the initial state we get a different rate of decay

than for the case of a single initial particle.

To fix the process, we associate with the process the Borel measure
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p(A) = E(NA(0)) corresponding with the random variable NA(0). Using step

function approximations one obtains E(NA(t)) = fDEa(NA(t)) dp(a). In the

special case where one assumes that for disjoint sets A „ ..., A„ the random

variables {NA¡(0), NA2(0),..., NA^(0)) are mutually independent, initially no

two particles are located at the same point, and p(A) is continuous then (cf.

Karlin [9, p. 338]) each NA (0) has a Poisson distribution. However in our case

we do not require an initial Poisson field; we only require a field where p(A)

is Lebesgue measure.

Denote by X¡(t) the random variable which gives the number of particles in

A at time / which are descendants of an initial particle at state £, for

i = 1,..., m and X(t) the number in A for the given initial position

£ = (£„ ..., ¿J- Then by independence, E(esX) = E(esX>).E(e,x")

or log/t(j) = 2r_, log/6(i) where/6(x) = E(e'x>) and/£(5) = E(esX).

In our case, if £ = (£,, £2,.) denotes the initial state of the system,

which is in general infinite, then

log/(5) = £[log/(íhÍ2....)0)]-£ 2   lOg A (5)
= 1

-ii ■( log fa(s)p(da)
JD

iog/a(*)/M0)

since in general £[2°i1/(£•)] = iaf(a)p(da) when iD \f(a)\ p(da) < oo and

f\logEaesN*(,)\ da = J*|log[l + Ea(esN*(l) - 1)]| da

< jEa(esN*U) - l)da< oo

by Lemmas 3.1,3.10 for s > 0, t > 4.

In general, if f(s) = E(esX) for a random variable X for which/(± e) < oo

for some e > 0 then f(s) = 2~_0(tv7«!) where a„ = E(X") is the «th

moment and log/(5) = 2rt>1(xn5',/n!) where x* is the nth cumulant of X.

The relation between Xn ana< an is given by (cf. Lukacs [10, p. 34])

x.-2(-i)
ix\(kx\y---is\(ks\y

where the summation is over all partitions of n where /, + ••• + is = k and

ixkx + i2k2 + isks = n. Thus,

Theorem 4.1. In case we start out with a random field of particles diffusing

independently in D, the plane, then

lim   "'!°ët Gf(X) = e-\   Va>0
t-xx OTT
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where
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' v '        \ nm(A)logt       J

Proof. By Corollary 2.10,

a„(a) = E((NA(t))n\X0 = a)

_n\(logt)n-l(m(A))"(ñ)n-1

(2TT)"4n-xt

+ O (<±J±. (log ty-2)exP

• exp
(« - Co)

2/

2

2 i

(« - C'a)

2/

Therefore, if we have a product a¡(á) • Oj(a) we will get a t2 in the denomina-

tor. Also it is clear (cf. Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [6, p. 65]) that the sum of

the coefficients of all terms in x„(o) besides a„(a) is < 3" where Xn(a) is me

corresponding nth cumulant. Thus,

\2 in\ (log ty-\m(A))n(ñy-1

*W-p^=H- CXP
(« - cay

2/

2 -,
J c»2-n\ (log ty~2\     r     (a - c'a)
°[-1-jexp[-—27-

However, the nth cumulant of NA(t) given an initial random field is given by

X, = /oX,(û) da. Hence,

log£(e^<'>)=2   £'"-2   Si   (Uà)da

877       « ¡*m(A)-log ts\"        !

"»log/  ¿,1 877 j  +U\
1

(log/f   „-1
2 (cs log /) ')

Thus,

log EJ exp

Therefore,

/

(•

8775

ñm(A)log

/ 8775 \ _

\ ñm(A)log t } '

-NA(t)})= .,   *"\S     ,  + o(-2-A
/   ^wj;     «log/(l-5) \(l-5)(log/)2/

exp
8775 cs

ñlogt(l-s)        (log/)2(l-5)

= 1 + 8775

« log /(l — s) \ (log t)2 J
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Now, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.8, we obtain the theorem.

In case we start with an initial random field diffusing independently in

D = (— oo, oo) we obtain,

Theorem 4.2.

lim   ^G?(a) = .F(a)
z-oo   V2w

on (A: F(X) is continuous) for some distribution F(X) and where

NA(t)-V2lr
Gf(X) = P >X for some constant c.

m(A)ñV~t

Remark 4.3. As before we calculated and found for this case

E(NA(l)) = m(A) + 0^)j,

.            ,.     ñ(m(A)fty/2
E[(NA(t))]--±-^2-+0(1),

. ...     ñt(m(A))
E[(NA(t)f] = -^-^+0(Vl),

E[(NA(t))4]=3(ñfty2(m(A))A

[16,    -1,,/tx ,  4V3       4V2       16•|Ttan x(V2) + —3-r-y»

and thus once again have obtained some exotic distribution where F(X) is not

the same as the distribution F(X) obtained in the case of a single initial

particle.

Remark 4.4. Lastly we show that the limit theorems we have obtained

(2.11, 3.11, 4.1, 4.2) cannot be shown for X = 0 given just the bounds on the

moments which we have obtained. We give a counterexample for Theorem

2.11 in case X = 0, Consider X, ̂  C log / on a set of probability 1// log /

and A", s Ci"' on a set of positive probability, then

P ( ̂  > £U _JL_ p ( ̂ L. > o) = 1.
\log/      J     /log/    \log/       )
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Appendix 1. In this appendix we furnish a proof of Lemma 1.1:

Lemma 1.1.

Ea[(NA(t)f]=fm(t,a,b)db

+ 2   77       2        fciAK!. . ux  I' ¡m(t-s,a,b)
r-2    rl    (h.hA    n\-h2- nr    J0   JDr-2    '•     (A,,..., A,)

i hj « k
J-l

Khj<k

5b[(NA(s))h>]- ■ - Eb[(NA(s))"']dbds.

Proof. Let uk(a, t) = Ea[exp(-vxfx(x,)- vjk(x,)] where / > 0

and/ G B0(D). The branching property is uk(a, t) = ÏÏ7_iM*(o(, /). Now, by

the strong Markov property, since E(E(X\A)\B) = E(X\B) for B e A, B

and A o-algebras,

uk(a, i) = £a(exp[ -vjx (x,)- vjk(x,)] ■ x(„>o)

(00 . »

X(A<«)- 2   f    II E(exp[-vJl(x,)„-0 JD" ,_,     v     L

»Jk(x,)]\Xß - a,)trn(xß, dy)\

where the first term represents no branch by time / and the 2nd a branch into

« particles at time ß located at y = (a„ ..., a„).

Differentiating with respect to vx,. .., vk and letting vx,..., vk -» 0 we

obtain:

Bjk\a,fx, ...,/*) = Ea(fx(x,) • • • fk(x,)• x(/}>,))

+ Ea X(ß<o- 2 /    2^(/iW- ••/*(*,))

+ 2^ 2 *!
r-2r! (*„:    ,K) hx\---hr\

2 % = k, hj > 1
./-i

2--- 2^,(/u,---/%)

^(/o-'-ZO^Ä^)
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since we are uninterested in order where the term f.f   represents

some  average  of permutations  of fx ■ • • fk.  Now  since  lifetimes  are

exponentially distributed we obtain:

B\kXa,fx,...,fk)=T?(fx,...,fk)(a)

k

+ ['e-"Ea\wB«\(a,fx,...,fk)+2   ±
■Jo L r=2  r-

'        2 h,k'\h,nr(*s,B^s(yx,fk,...,fkJ,
(A,,...,*,)     "l-

2hj = k,hj > 1

...,B^s{yr,f{>...,fK))]dS

where T° is the expectation operator of the unbranched process (which in the

case of Brownian motion is e~vl times the Brownian semigroup),

wf(a)=V I   f   2/UK(fl.*)
„=o JD" ,=1

and

ñr(a,fx,...,fr)=v f f 22 ••• 2/i()•••/,()«■>,*)•
„=0  JD"il=£ l2+ ¥=ir

Next, we take Laplace transforms and obtain

Ix(a,fx,. . . ,fk) = re-^B¡k\a,fx,. .. ,fk) dt
Jo

= +R°fx---fk(a) + R£wIx + R°(qx)

where R ° is the Laplace transform of T¡° and qx is the Laplace transform in /

of

2   7T 2 hi.k;.h, *(* B^(yx,fu¡,...,/% ) ,...,
r=2    r- (h.h,) "I" "r- '

2fy = k,hj > 1

^>(y„/U(),...,/ttJ).

Now, by Hille-Yosida, since A0 = A - VI (cf. [16]), we obtain

(M - Xl)Ix(a,fx,.. . ,fk) =-/,-•• fk(a) - qx(a,fx,... ,fk)

where M = A + V(m - I) as before. By [17, Appendix 1] Q(X)(M -XI) =

- / where Q(X) is the Laplace transform of }Dm(t, a, b)f(b) db and since we

are in the critical case,

(1)      Ix(a,fx, ...,fk) = Q(X)fx ■■■fk(a) + Q(X)qx(a,fx,... ,fk).
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Inverting (1) we get on the left side B(k\a,fx,... ,fk), the first term on the

right side is jDm(t, a, b)fx • • • fk(b) db (cf. [16, Theorem 2.1]) and 2nd term
on the right is

f  f m(t - s, a, b)
JD JD

•2 2 rpTTTT §K'W... —A,)
r-2 (A,.A,) "'• "'■     r- L

2 hj = k,h: > 1

•••B<h\y„f().f%)]dsdb.

In the special case we are interested in/, = • • • = fk = Xa- We thus obtain:

Ea[(NA(t))k]=jAP(t,a,b)db

Í   hj:   =   k

■ jJ'Qp(t - 5, a, b)Eb[(NA (s))h>] • • • Eb[(NA (s))"'] as db

where ñr reduced to V "2™„rn(n — 1) • • • (n — r + l)p„ and we let ñ2 = ñ.
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